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teaching and how it can be applied in the 
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Constructivism explains how knowledge is con-

structed when new information comes into 

contact with existing information obtained 

through past experiences. It puts emphasis on 

the ways that knowledge is obtained in order to 

adapt to the world. Students are the creators 

of their own knowledge. They must  ask ques-

tions, explore and assess what they already 

know. 

It dictates that learning is an active, construc-

tive process. Learners actively construct their 

own representations of reality. 

Constructivism can be applied to the following 

types of learning: hands-on, experiential, col-

laborative, project-based, and task-based 

learning. 

Constructivist teaching methods 

Constructivist teaching is based on the belief that 

learning occurs as learners are actively involved in 

a process of meaning and knowledge construction 

as opposed to passively receiving information. It 

promotes critical thinking and creates motivated 

and independent learners.  

Learning should build upon prior knowledge that a 

student already has. The teacher’s role is to 

prompt and facilitate discussions. The teacher 

avoids direct instruction and leads the student 

through  questions and activities to discover, dis-

cuss, verbalise and appreciate new knowledge.  The 

questions should lead the student to develop their 

own answers and solutions.  

Constructivist teachers encourage students to 

constantly assess how activities are helping them 

gain understanding.  

Examples of Constructivist activities 

Some ways of using constructivism in the class-

room include: 

 Experimentation: students individually 

perform an experiment and then come 

together as a class to discuss the re-
sults. 

 Research projects: students research a 

topic and can present their findings to the 

class. 

 Field trips. This allows students to put the 

concepts and ideas discussed in class in 

a real-world context. Field trips would 

often be followed by class discussions. 

 Films. These provide visual context and 

thus bring another sense into the learn-

ing experience. 

 Class discussions: This technique is used 

in all of the methods described above. It 

is one of the most important distinctions 

of constructivist teaching methods. 
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